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AbstractIn this paper, we present the design of a PTAS(Polynomial Time Approxi-mation Scheme) for the Grade of Service Steiner Minimum Tree (GOSST) prob-lem, which is known to be NP-Complete. The previous research has focusedon geometric analyses and di�erent approximation algorithms were proposed.But having the PTAS, which provides a near-optimal solution, would be theconclusion for an optimization problem. This problem has some importantapplications. In the Network Design, a fundamental issue for the physical con-struction of a network structure is the interconnection of many communicationsites with the best choice of the connecting lines and the best allocation of thetransmission capacities over these lines. Good solutions always provide pathswith enough communication capacities between any two sites, with the leastnetwork construction costs. GOSST problem also has applications in trans-portation, for road constructions and some more potential uses in CAD interms of interconnecting the elements on a plane such that to provide enoughux between any two elements.1 IntroductionThe Grade of Service Steiner Minimum Tree (GOSST) problem is a variation of the Eu-clidean Steiner MinimumTree(ESMT)[9, 10], which is a problem of �nding a minimumcost network that interconnects a set of given points in the Euclidean plane. Related�Department of Computer Science and Engineering, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN55455, USA. E-mail: fjkim,mihaelag@cs.umn.edu1



works for ESMT problem are found in [6, 7, 11, 12, 5, 13, 8, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].The reference, [4], shows its history and some major applications.GOSST Problem De�nition [4]: Let P = fp1; p2; � � � ; png be a set of n terminalpoints in the Euclidean plane, where point pi has a service request of grade g(pi) 2f1; 2; � � � ; ng. Let 0 < c(1) < c(2) < � � � < c(n) be n real numbers. The Grade ofService Steiner Minimum Tree (GOSST) problem asks for a minimum cost networkinterconnecting point set P and some Steiner points with service request of grade 0such that (1) between each pair of terminal points pi and pj there is a path whoseminimum grade of service is at least as large as min(g(pi); g(pj)) and (2) the costof the network is minimum among all interconnecting networks satisfying (1), wherethe cost of an edge with service of grade g is the product of the Euclidean length ofthe edge with c(g). The GOSST problem is a generalization of the ESMT problemwhere all terminal points have the same grade of service request.For the GOSST problem, the minimum cost interconnecting network is determinedby the concurrent combinations of the two factors: i)the service of grade g for everyedge, and ii)the chice of the Steiner points. That is, i) could not be determined beforeii) is done, while the reverse is also true. Therefore, studies have done mostly for thesimpli�ed special cases of the GOSST problem: the cases that the grades of servicerequest is either 2 or 3, or limited by some conditions. The general case approximationalgorithm by Michandani [23] gives the performance ratio r�+ 1, where � is the bestperformance ratio of a Steiner tree heuristic and r is the number of di�erent gradesof service request.According to that property, the problem fundamentally requires a dynamic pro-gramming to reach the general case solutions: however, having a classic dynamicprogramming is impossible for it. In our approach, we give some adjustments anduse rectangular partitions [1, 2] to the problem instance to facilitate the runningof the dynamic programming with less geometric studies. Fortunately, the GOSSTproblem �ts well to the PTAS[1, 2], so we may proceed straightforward to the (1 +�)-approximation: the objective value that should be minimized is simply the totalsum of the costs de�ned in the problem, di�erently from our related work [3].The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 presents some de�nitionsand the Structure Theorem. Then the technique to adjust the problem instance to thegrids is shown in section 3. Section 4 continues with the PTAS and the dynamic pro-gramming algorithm analysis. Section 5 contains the proof for the Structure Theoremand section 6 concludes the paper.
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Figure 1: 1/3 : 2/3-tiling2 De�nitions and the Structure TheoremMost of the names and de�nitions are from [1, 2] with some modi�caitons for GOSST.The optimal structure is the optimal network that the GOSST problem asks. We meana rectangle by an axis-aligned rectangle. The size of a rectangle is the length of its longside. The bounding box of a set of terminal points is the smallest rectangle enclosingthem.The cost of an interconnecting network is the sum of the products of the Euclideanedge length with the cost-per-unit-length(CPUL) of that edge. The CPUL for anedge with service grade g is c(g). The minimum CPUL is c(1) and the maximum isc(n)(= C � c(1); C is a constant).A line-separator of a rectangle R is a straight line segment parallel with R'sshorter edge that partitions R into two rectangles, each having area at least 1/3rd ofR's area. For example, if R's widthW is greater than the height, then a line-separatoris any vertical line in the middle W=3 of R. Next we de�ne a recursive partition of arectangle, over which the dynamic program runs.De�nition 1 (1/3 : 2/3-tiling) A 1=3 : 2=3-tiling of a rectangle R is a binary tree(ahierarchy) of sub-rectangles of R. The rectangle R is at the root. If the size of R is� 1, then the hierarchy contains nothing else. Otherwise the root contains a line-separator for R, and has two subtrees that are 1=3 : 2=3-tilings of the two rectangles,into which the line-separator divides R. (See Figure 1).The rectangles obtained in the tiling procedure at depth d form a partition of theroot rectangle. Also, all rectangles at depth d + 1 are a re�nement of the depth dpartition, obtained by applying a line-separator to each depth d rectangle of size >1. The area of any depth d rectangle is at most (2=3)d times the total area, implyingthe following proposition. 3



Proposition 1 If a rectangle has width W and height H, then its every 1=3 : 2=3tiling has depth at most log1:5W + log1:5H + 2De�nition 2 (portals) A portal in a 1=3 : 2=3-tiling is any point that lies on theedges of rectangles in the tiling. If m is any positive integer then a set of portalsP is called m-regular for the tiling if there are exactly m equidistant portals on theline-separator of each rectangle of the tiling. (We assume that the end-points of theline-separator are also portals. In other words the line-separator is partitioned intoexactly m� 1 equal parts by the portals on it)De�nition 3 (m-light structure) Let m 2 Z+ and � be an interconnecting networkinstance for the GOSST problem that satis�es the conditions in the problem de�nition.Let S be a 1=3 : 2=3-tiling of the bounding box and P be an m-regular set of portals onthis tiling. Then � is a m-light structure with respect to S if the following are true :(i) in each rectangle of tiling S, the edges cross the line-separator of that rectangle atmost m times (ii) the edges cross the line-separator only at portals in P . (See Figure2).Theorem 1 (Structure Theorem) The following is true for each � > 0. Every setof points in the problem has a (1 + �)-approximate m-light structure where m =O(logn=�).In this paper we use the following abbreviations: APX for Approximation andOPT for Optimal.3 Adjusting into GridsIn order to run the program, the instance of this problem should be adjusted intogrids with integer coordinates. In fact, the adjustment will move each terminal pointinto the nearest grid point. In addition, we assume that the steiner points lie onlyat the grid points. We now show that the adjustment and assumption are acceptableand will study the problem instance over the grid.(See Figure 3).Proposition 2 (1+�)-approximation over the Grid instance implies (1+�̂)-approximationover the Original instance. 4
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Figure 2: m-light graphProof: By the adjustment and assumption,jtotal costOriginalOPT � total costGridOPT j � 2 � (2n� 3) � c(n)because the number of edges of this tree structure is 2n � 3. Note the maximumnumber of points for the problem instance is 2n�2 that is the sum of terminal pointsand steiner points. Both end points of an edge can move within the distance 1 eachwith the highest service request of grade, c(n).jtotal costOriginalAPX � total costGridAPXj � 2 � n2 � c(n)where n2 is the worst case number of edges when the approximation graph is acomplete network.This condition : total costGridAPX � (1 + �) � total costGridOPT5
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Figure 3: Di�erence between the Optimal and Grid graphwill be shown to be satis�ed by the PTAS and then :total costOriginalAPX � 2n2c(n) � (1 + �) � (total costOriginalOPT + 2(2n� 3)c(n))total costOriginalAPX � (1 + �) � total costOriginalOPT + 2(1 + �)(2n� 3)c(n) + 2n2c(n)= (1 + �+ (1+�)2(2n�3)c(n)+2n2c(n)total costOriginalOPT ) � total costOriginalOPT= (1 + �+ (1+�)2(2n�3)c(n)+2n2c(n)n3 ) � total costOriginalOPT� (1 + �̂) � total costOriginalOPTwhere �̂ can be chosen accordingly. �The role of the term n3 is the key of this proof and it is acquired by choosing theunit length of the grid short enough. We may set this value bigger than n3 with ashorter unit length.4 PTAS for GOSST problem using the PolynomialTime Dynamic Programming(DP)By Proposition 2 and assuming that the Structure Theorem is true, we can build them-light structure up to the root of the tiling with the DP. The Structure Theorem6



guarantees the existence of (1 + �)-approximate m-light structure and its tilings Swhere m = O( logn� ). By Proposition 1, the depth of any such tiling is at mostO(logn). We describe next the DP that �nds both S and the m-light structure inpoly(n) � 2O(m) = nO(1=�) time. The analysis is presented later in this section.The DP has a bottom-up approach, but it is easy to view the procedure from the�nal stage to the start, i.e., top-down way. The �nal result of the DP is a rectangle,which is the bounding box for the given point set, and which contains the m-lightstructure that connects all the points with the minimum cost.Right before the �nal rectangle is formed, many combinatorial cases must bechecked. All the line-separators that could divide the �nal rectangle into two sub-rectangles according to the 1=3 : 2=3-tiling are considered one by one. Along such aline-separator, there are (1)choices of portals and each of them has the (2)choices ofthe grades of service request. Note that the grade of service request of a portal becomesthat of the edge crossing it. (See Figure 4)The combination of two choices produces many cases and each case has its ownminimum cost m-light structure. Such a minimum cost m-light structure is the con-catenation of the two smaller m-light structures from each of the sub-rectangles. Thatis, a rectangle has such minimum cost m-light structures for every case of the combi-nations.The same observations hold repeatedly in each sub-rectangle for �nding its m-lightstructures until the procedure reaches the bottom most rectangles. These bottommost rectangles have limited number of points, so the brute-force algorithm couldbe applied to get the minimum cost m-light structures for each of the combinatorialcases in the smallest rectangle.However, note that the minimum cost m-light structures from the DP does notalways satisfy the �rst condition of GOSST, i.e., (1) between each pair of terminalpoints pi and pj there is a path whose minimum grade of service is at least as large asmin(g(pi); g(pj)). Therefore, the DP should be followed by a procedure that checksif the minimum cost m-light structure in the bounding box satis�es this condition,otherwise the checking goes on for the next minimum cost. The procedure goes onwith the costs in the increasing order until the satisfying m-light structure is reached.Now, we need to show that the number of entries in the lookup table for the DP ispolynomial and that the run time to compute each entry is also polynomial. Becausethe DP should keep and reuse the minimum cost of each combinatorial case, an entryin the table is indexed by the triple : (a) a rectangle. (b) a multiset of k1 (� 4m)portals along the perimeter of the rectangle. (c) a grade of service request.For (a), the number of distinct rectangles is at most �n4� since the number of points7
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Eight assignments of two grades(1,2)Figure 4: Combinational casesis n and four points may make up a rectangle. For (b), each rectangle has four sides,and is part of the line-separator of some ancestor. The m portals on the line-separatorare evenly spaced, so they are determined once we know the line-separator. But thenumber of choices of a line-separator is at most the number of pairs of points, whichis �n2�. This accounts for the factor O((n2)4) = O(n8). Once we have identi�ed the setof � 4m portals on the four sides, the number of ways to choose a multiset of portalsis 24m+k1. For (c), a portal may have one of the grades of service request and the edgethat crosses the portal is assigned to have that value. The number of di�erent gradesof service request is r.Hence we can upper bound the size of the lookup table by
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n4 � n8 �P4mk1=1 24m+k1rk1= n12 � 24mP4mk1=1(2r)k1< n12 � 24mP4mk1=1(2r)4m= n12 � 4m(4r)4m= n12 �m44m+1r4mwhich is nO(1=�)since m = O( logn� ) and r4m = r 4� logr n = n 4� :Now we consider the running time over the lookup table. The bottom level rect-angles have limited number of points, so a brute-force algorithm runs in polynomialtime. For each of the upper level rectangles, we compute the minimum values foreach table entries by the concatenations and comparisions of the exixting entries, sothe time to make up for an entry is also polynomial. Therefore, the running time ofthe DP is upper bounded by2O(m) � poly(n)� Size of the table, which is nO(1=�).Note that, through the DP, all the possible m-light structures have been checkedand the Structure Theorem ensures that the minimum cost m-light structure is withinthe expected approximation ratio.5 Proof of the Structure TheoremThe Structure Theorem shows the existence of the m-light structure, which keepsitself within the small error allowance from the imaginary optimal structure. Oncethe existence of such a m-light structure is shown, the minimum cost m-light structureis also within the error allowance. Finding the minimum cost m-light structure is theshare of the DP. The optimal structure mentioned in this section is, of course, theimaginary one.The proof of the Structure Theorem can be stated as follows. For each rectanglefrom the 1=3 : 2=3-tiling of the problem instance, we choose the line-separator thatcrosses the edges of the optimal struture least number of times. Let's name the pointsat wihch the edges cross the chosen line-separator, as target points. Then the m-lightstructure whose edges and points cross at the nearest portals to the target points willbe shown to be within the expected approximation bound.9



Edgeline separatorFigure 5: Six unit bands in the middleThe analytic sum of the lengths between the target points and the nearest portalsthrough which parts of the m-light structure pass is used for estimating the lengthdi�erence between the optimal struture and the m-light structure. The length di�er-ence will be compared with the minimum estimation of the optimal struture's length,which is calculated using the Lemma 1.Let a unit band in a rectangle with height L be the sub-rectangle with the unitlength of the width and the height up to L. (See Figure 5).Lemma 1 When a line-separator in the middle of the unit band crosses the edgesof the optimal structure k(2 N [ f0g) times, the minimum cost in the unit band isk2 � c(1).Proof: For a crossing, the length of the corresponding edge is shortest when the edgestops at the line-separator and is � 12 of the unit length. So, the minimum cost inthe unit band is k2 � c(1) �For each rectangle from the 1=3 : 2=3-tiling, we choose only one line-separator,in the middle 1/3 area of it, that crosses the optimal structure k times. The otherline-separators in the area cross at least k times. If k = 0, the case will turn outto be simple. As a result, the minimum cost of the optimal structure in the middle1/3 area could be estimated as k2 � 13L � c(1). Chosen the line-separators as describedabove we may build up a m-light structure which will be shown to be in the range10
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Case I Case IIFigure 6: Two casesof (1+�)-approximation. Name such a m-light structure as a close structure. Theminimum cost m-light structure which has a cost less or equal than the cost of theclose structure will be found by the DP.Proof:(Structure Theorem)We are going to �gure out how much more cost the close structure has than the optimalstructure. There are two cases to be considered because the number of crossingsbetween the optimal structure and the line-separator could be more than m or not.(See Figure 6).Case I For a rectangle, there is a line-separator which is crossed by the optimalstructure k (� m) times, where k is the minimum number of the crossings that aline-separator in the rectangle may have.Case II For a rectangle, all the line-separators cross the optimal structure morethan m times.For the Case I, the maximum cost di�erence between the optimal structure andthe close structure in a rectangle is 3k � c(n) � Lm because all the crossing points of theclose structure at the portals can be Steiner points of degree 3 and each of them may11



have a distance of up to L=m to the nearest target point, with the maximum CPULon the edges.So, the ratio of the cost di�erence to the cost of the optimal structure in therectangle is : 3k� Lm �c(n)k2 � 13L�c(1) = 18�Cm . We may let m = O( logn� ) so that the ratio of the closestructure's cost to the optimal structure's cost is � (1 + 18�Cm ) = (1 + �̂).For the Case II, the estimated minimum cost of the optimal structure in the middle1/3 area of a rectangle is m2 � 13L � c(1) since k = m.Because the cost is high in this rectangle, we may add two bridges of length Land CPUL c(n) to form the close structure instead of considering the details of thecrossings, which might cause exponential time complexity. A bridge is a straightline, that may be touched by the edges, terminal points and Steiner points of theclose structure, and which lies parallelly and tightly close to but not touching theline-separator on both of its sides. The two bridges may be connected through theportal by in�nitesimally short line segments whose costs are ignored.So, the ratio of the cost di�erence to the cost of the optimal structure in therectangle is : 2L�c(n)m2 � 13L�c(1) = 12�Cm .As a result, the cost di�erence from the two cases is at most 18�Cm .Since the tiling has depth of O(logn), the approximation ratio is (1 + 18�Cm )O(log n) =(1 + 18�Cm )m( 1mO(log n)) = eO(�) � (1 + �) �We describe next the work of the DP in the context of Case I and II as statedabove in order to see the coherence between the proof and the DP algorithm.Case I is usually for the bottom and lower level rectangles because the numbersof points in them are small, so the number of crossings through a line-separatorwould usually be � m. But m should be a large number to take all the cases of theoptimal strucutre passing the line-separator. Case II would apply for the upper levelrectangles.For the Case I, where two rectangles are combined and the line-separator betweenthem is crossed no more than m times, generally, the crossings at the portal of thesmall rectangles are moved to the nearest portals of the bigger rectangles. In this way,more than one crossing from the small rectangle may move to the nearest portal of thebigger rectangle if the inter-portal diatance of the bigger rectangle is more than twicelonger than that of the smaller one. Actually, the portals(crossings) of the smallerrectangle do not move the distance literally, but a short-bridge(a line segment) isadded to connect the crossings(portals) to the nearest portal of the bigger rectangle.As many short-bridges as the number of crossings are added tightly close to the line-separator from the locations of the small rectangle's portals(crossings) to the bigger12



rectangle's ones. At the same time, the portals of the small rectangle are removedand the crossings are changed to touchings with the corresponding short-bridges.Because the short-bridges and portals are mathematical lines and points, we may putthem tightly close to each other, but some adjustment at the �nal stage to separatethem reasonably within the error allowance could be done if needed. The StructureTheorem is valid in this view of the DP's work, which is clearly polynomial time.Case II happens when two rectangles are combined, the line-separator betweenthem is the concatenation of the two short-line-separators (or two sides) of the lowerlevel rectangles and the sum of the numbers of crossings from the two short-line-separators is more thanm. Then bridges are used to deal with the excessive crossings.As explained in the proof of the Structure Theorem, the bridges are straight lines,which lie parallelly and tightly close to but not touching the line-separator on both ofits sides. All the crossings at the two short-line-separators are changed to touchingswith the bridges, removing themselves. Then the structure in the upper rectangle islikely to be a network. The edges that crossed the portals in the smaller rectanglesare not the crossings at the upper rectangle anymore. Instead, they remain touchedwith the bridge and the bridge will have the crossings through the portals no morethan m times.The two bridges on both sides of the line-separator are connected by in�nites-simally small line segments through the portals, and actually in that case only oneportal could be used for the crossing. This is how the DP forms the m-light structures.A procedure that trims the approximated structure may follow the DP to provide amore re�ned result.6 ConclusionsIn this paper we study the Grade of Service Steiner Minimum Tree problem. This is arecent problem in literature, with some important applications in network design androad interconnection areas. The previous research has focused on geometric analysesand di�erent approximation algorithms were proposed. In this paper we present aPTAS for the GOSST problem. We give some adjustments and use the rectangularpartitions technique to the problem instance in order to facilitate the running ofthe dynamic programming algorithm with less geometric studies. In this way weproceeded straightforward to the (1 + �)-approximation solution in a polynomialrunning time.
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